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IMPROVING TELECOM SERVICES
The Uganda Communications Commission sets Quality of Service standards,
that must be observed by all telecommunication companies while offering
services to their subscribers. PAGE VI
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Follow procedures when
lodging a complaint

Letter

Barefoot Law Uganda goes viral

D

ear UCC,
The month of May 2014 saw Barefoot Law’s reputation grow and its activities known globally. Winning
multiple awards at the Uganda Communications Commission’s innovation awards has made Barefoot Law something
of an enigma, with numerous local and international journalists visiting its offices in Naguru to find out more about the
organisation.
To date, a number of articles about Barefoot Law have
been published from Brazil, Somali, Croatia, Israel, USA and
Kenya. These articles go to show how unique the Barefoot
Law model is, and how it will act as a focal point of study and
implementation for other jurisdictions. The Barefoot Law
initiative is fully funded and run by volunteers whose objective is the smart synthesis of information technology and law
to provide free legal consultations and services in Uganda
and help overcome the current bottlenecks faced by the

I

t is inevitable that complaints will arise in relation to the purchase and use of communications services. As a result, consumers may find
themselves in dispute with service providers. There
are, however, right and wrong ways to complain.
In its mandate, the Uganda Communications Commission (UCC) is charged with the responsibility of ensuring that the provision of communications services
is conducted in such a manner as to confer optimum
benefits to both Ugandans, and
the economy of the nation. ACCORDINGLY UCC is empowered
to handle complaints that are
made against offending service
providers.
In the event that a service is
unsatisfactory, it is important for
the consumer to complain while
the facts are still fresh. This is because if a consumer continues
“When making
to use the service, they may be
a written
considered to have accepted it as
complaint;
such. However, in the purchase
state all the
of a product or service, the confacts clearly and
sumer cannot take action against
concisely, remain a service provider if they were
objective and
aware of the defects at the time of
truthful, keep
purchase, when they change their
a copy of the
mind about the purchase, find a
correspondence, cheaper alternative, if they have
attach copies
not followed the instructions on
of all relevant
how the product should be used
documents to
or when a malfunction or failure
your complaint
is the result of long term use (nore.g. receipts,
mal product wear and tear).
warranties/
It is advisable to always comguarantees were
mence the complaint process
applicable,”
with an informal complaint by
says Mr Fred Otunnu,
speaking to the service provider.
UCC acting director
Some service providers also hanfor competition and
dle a certain level of complaints
consumer affairs.
through social media. This gives
them the chance to react in the
correct manner and make immediate efforts to resolve
the complaint. Most licensed operators are more than
willing to resolve complaints amicably and swiftly.

Justice, Law and Order Sector, especially with regards to
access to justice.
The Barefoot Law team would like to heartily thank UCC
without whom, this would not have been achieved, and for
giving us such a wonderful platform, which made us visible.
A quote from Isaac Newton would come in handy at this
juncture. He once said “It is by standing on the shoulders
of giants that I have seen so far”, and in this light, it is by
standing on the UCC- ACIA platform at the ACIA Awards
that enabled us reach thus far.
The publicity in these articles has informed the world not
only about the good work being done by the team, but
also gone on to serve as a perfect example of Ugandans
coming up with innovative Ugandan solutions to overcome
Ugandan challenges. The Barefoot Law team continues to
reach out to Ugandans and teach them their rights and duties in the law and will not tire of adopting bigger and better
methods of reaching the public.
Mr Gerald Abira
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Subscriptions
The telecommunications sub-sector has continued to experience substantial increases in the subscriber base for
both fixed and mobile subscriptions.
In absolute terms, by the end of March 2014, total subscriptions had reached 19,169,377 million subscribers as
compared to 18,341,492 million subscribers registered in
December 2013. This translates into 827,885 new subscriptions between December 2013 and March 2014. Figure 1
shows growth in fixed and mobile subscriptions.

Figure 5: fixed and mobile internet users
Internet Users
The number of internet users has continued to grow as the
penetration of both fixed and mobile broadband becomes
more accessible around the country. By the end of March
2014, the Internet segment had registered an estimate of
8,153,348 million users in the country. Figure 6 below indicates the trends of internet users.

Figure 1: Fixed and Mobile Subscriptions Growth –
Mar14
Penetration
The growth in subscription has resulted in a national telephone penetration of 52.4 lines for every 100 inhabitants in
March 2014 from 51.9 lines per 100 recorded at end the year
December2013. Figure 2 below shows penetration fixed
and mobile penetration trends.

Communications Journal is published by Monitor Publications
Ltd, a Nation Media Group company, in conjunction with the Uganda Communications Commission, under the Ministry of
Information and Communications Technology.

Figure 2: Subscriptions and Penetration
Fixed and mobile Internet subscriptions
The mobile internet segment has continued to become
the dominant internet/ data solution in the country. The
mobile segment registered 4,140,530 active accounts while
the fixed internet segment had 101,900 subscribers. Trends
in growth of Internet subscribers are evidenced in the figure
5 below;
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Criteria for getting rights to sell films
Licensing. UCC issues licenses for film

distributors, exhibitors of cinematographic and
video works in accordance to Section 37 of the
Uganda Communications Act 2013.
By Meddy Ssebagala
editorial@ug.nationmedia.com

T

RIGHTS
Any distributor
is expected to
provide proof
of distribution
rights issued
by the
copyright
owner of the
film or video.
Copyright
owner is
the person
who has the
absolute
ownership of
the creative
works of the
film or video.

he Uganda Communications Commission (UCC)
was established in 1997
to regulate the communications sector, including licencing people and companies in
the film industry. Among the
categories of film distributors,
film exhibitors and exhibition
premises, which UCC license
include:
National distributors: Are
licensed to distribute and
market films and video works
across the country.
Regional distributors: Are licensed to distribute and market
films within specific, recognised
and demarcated regions.
District/community distributors: Are registered and licensed to sell and rent films
and video works within specified community locations.
Any distributor is expected
to provide proof of distribution
rights issued by the copyright
owner of the film or videos.

Before putting films on market,
distributors must get a licence
from UCC. PHOTO BY FAISWAL KASIRYE

A copyright owner could
grant rights to a licensed distributor through:
Rental rights only: The film/
video is permitted for rental
purposes only.
Sales rights only: The films
and video works rights are to
be sold at the points of sales
such as in a supermarket, shop
and some video libraries have
point of sale sections.
Rental and sales rights: The
films and video works are allowed both sales and rental
rights at their respective point.

However, copies for sale and
those for rental should be differently marked.
Comprehensive rights: These
rights give the distributor an
all-inclusive right to sell, hire
and broadcast the film/video
including Internet/online downloads. Film exhibitors normally
referring to film/video cinemas
require a license to operate.
A film distributor is required
to get a release certificate from
UCC for every film he/she intend to release into the market.
The requirements include an

Local film industry to
bear tangible results

Film experts demonstrate
sound and lighting
techniques in Mbarara.
COURTESY PHOTO

By Ibrahim Bbossa
editorial@ug.nationmedia.com

“

The Uganda Communications
Commission (UCC)’s idea of
organising an annual film festival is an excellent starting point
to whip the budding industry into
existence,” says Sr Dominic Dipio,
associate professor of literature
and film at Makerere University in
her expert opinion.
And true to her words, the Com-

mission has, this month, traversed
the western and eastern parts of
Uganda accompanied by various
stakeholders to rally the film industry troops.
Stakeholder fora were held in
Kasese, Mbarara, Jinja and Mbale
and discussions on the future of the
film industry including film licensing and regulations were held.
Local experts from Kampala Film
School and Maisha Lab engaged
participants in a series of exercises

on film sound management and
lighting in film production. The
full training with support of international experts will also be conducted during the film festival week
from August 25 to 29,2014.
Exciting events have been lined
up for the Uganda Film Festival
2014 that include: the film market
or film exhibition at the National
Theatre, public screening in major
cinema’s around Kampala, trainings
on film production and techniques

application letter, copy of contract with owner of the copyright of the film, proof of ownership of copyright and proof
of classification and censorship
from the Uganda Registration
Services Bureau.
A release certificate will only
be issued to those who have
a valid distribution license issued by the communications’
agency.
Licencing requirements
(i) Filled licence application
form delivered to UCC with

by international experts supported
by local experts and the film festival award gala were local films and
other stakeholders will be winning
accolades.
Participation
Participation in trainings and film
exhibition is free and participants
should register via UCC website
or physically visiting the UCC regional offices in Mbale, Gulu, Mbarara and Masindi or UCC House in
Bugolobi. Otherwise, one can call
UCC Toll free on 0800133911 for
further guidance.
The Uganda Film Festival is all
about Ugandan films. Ms Cindy
Magara, a lecturer of literature and
film studies at Makerere University,
defines a Ugandan film as a film
made by Ugandans, for Ugandans
and about Uganda.
In the upstream, there are opportunities for business in terms of studios for filming and post production, sound editing, video editing,
CD/DVD duplication, film financing,
and marketing usually for executive
producers and distributors.

JOB CREATION
The Uganda film industry
has exciting prospects for
job creation that youth need
to anticipate ranging from
acting, cinematographers,
lighting experts, make-up
artists, costumers, caterers,
and location scouts, sound
recordists technically known as
boom-swingers and producers.

copies of; a. A copy of either
a certificate of incorporation/
registration (for national and
regional operators) or a registered business name (for district/community operators).
b. A certified true copy of
Memorandum of Understanding and Articles of Association
(only applicable for national
and regional operators).
c. A business plan (only applicable for national and regional
operators)
d. Fire service certificate (only
applicable to exhibition premises)
e. Proof of ownership of the
premises or a copy of the
agreement with the owner of
the premises if rented (only applicable to application for exhibition premises).
f. Signed undertaking of distributors or exhibitors as outlined in the guidelines for film
distribution and exhibition.
ii) Make payment of application process fees.
iii) Documents processed.
iv) Publication of successful
application by the commission
v) Issuance and or denial of
the licences.
The writer is the Head of
Multimedia at UCC.

Those engaging in executive
production have prospects of making money from screening of films
in theatres, selling of home videos
and selling broadcasting rights to
the television houses.
The country as a whole has
equally impressive opportunities
for foreign exchange from selling
films to international broadcasters
and marketing Uganda to the entire world.
Films have incredible prospects.
For instance, socially films have potential to improve our cultural landscape and enriching our language.
Film captures and tells our stories,
myths, origins and history. It allows
us to show our creativity to the entire world.
There is an old saying that “if
you want to hide something from
an African, put it in writing” and
Ms Magara says, “If you want to
reveal everything to Ugandans put
it in film.” No wonder we love the
“KiNigeria.”
Ms Irene Kulabako Kakembo, a
film producer and director, says
film is an art, a business and a profession.
With support from key partners
such as Hajji Ashiraf Ssemwogerere, the first Ugandan to make a
local film that sold abroad, Mr
Andrew Benon Kibuuka, the president of the Federation of Performing Arts of Uganda, Uganda Film
Vendor and Marketers Association
and the Uganda National Cultural
Centre, the drive to build a UGAWOOD is on.
The writer is the Manager
for Consumer Affairs at UCC.
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How to manage mobile phone bundles
Also a subscriber should be mindful
when using these applications, especially games. Most of these can be run
either in offline mode or online mode.
When using the apps in online mode,
some of the free apps will tend to run
adverts in the app.
If a subscriber has activated their
social media profile, the applications
could, for example, connect that per-

son with friends on say Facebook. If it is
a game, a scoreboard will be displayed
pitting you against your friends. These
apps demand data to run and this could
be substantial.
Multimedia messages: Ordinarily mobile applications are designed to use
limited Internet resources.
For example, if someone is using WhatsApp, the text messages hardly have

an impact on the bundle. However, the
major drain on the bundle is the multimedia messages i.e. images, audios
and videos.
If the WhatsApp settings are auto
download, it implies that all multi-media messages will download as soon as
it is received on the phone.
The writer is an ICT consultant.

THE UGANDA FILM FESTIVAL 2014
INTRODUCING THE JUDGES

FEATURING

Mobile phone subscribers should ensure that they install
updates, which will not consume their mobile data.
PHOTO BY FAISWAL KASIRYE
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BY MICHAEL NIYITEGEKA
editorial@ug.nationmedia.com

Mr Michael
Niyitegeka, an ICT
consultant.
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“A phone, like
a computer,
will never do
what it has
not been
instructed to
do. However,
in default
mode, the
phone will
access
Internet
resources
without your
consent,”says

LÉ
O

SETTINGS

SIS
T

A

s of June 2013, there were 3.5
million mobile Internet subscribers as opposed to 98,500 fixed
Internet subscribers, according to UCC
annual market review.
Mobile Internet is delivered over devise that is broadband infrastructure.
No doubt, smart phones have greatly
enhanced the use of Internet because
their functionality is largely or primarily
driven by Internet.
It is common to hear or read complaints about allegations of telecommunication companies purportedly “stealing” customer’s Internet bundles.
Majority of smartphone users operate
their phones in default mode.
In accepting the default settings,
a subscriber is allowing the phone to
undertake a number of functions on
their behalf including using Internet resources and airtime.
Below is how phone subscribers
can manage their mobile Internet resources:
Phone settings: This is the first point of
intervention. Phone settings give a subscriber an opportunity to choose what
their phones will be able to access, how
to access it and what not to access.
For example, there is an option on
how to install updates; one can use
mobile data or wifi. In default settings
mode, the updates will use mobile
Internet. These updates may not consume substantial data; however, if a
consumer buys bundle, it is possible to
see your bundles disappear on a given
day when these updates happen without your knowledge. It is advisable to
disable auto updates, and to an extent
use public wifi to always update phone
software.
Mobile Apps: Smartphones come with
pre-loaded apps. Apps are applications
or software that runs on the phone in
simple terms. Majority of these may
never get to be used but will occasionally prey on data while updating.
The impact may not be significant per
app in terms of data consumed, however; cumulatively the impact could be
big on the bundle.

BEL MAUCH
BÄR

IC DIPIO
MIN
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R
E

FEMI

SISTER DOMNIC

LÉONCE

FAUSTIN

BÄRBEL

An award-winning Filmmaker/
Producer. He is most recently the
2013 and 2014 Head Judge of the
Africa Magic Viewer’s Choice
Awards. He is currently the
Supervising Executive Producer of
the MNET daily soap-opera
"TINSEL." He is the 2014 Head of
Jury of the Afrinolly
Cinema4Change Project courtesy
of the Ford Foundation, and a Juror
of the Emmy Awards New York. In
November 2013 he received the
prestigious Film Excellence Award
of the Society of the Performing
Arts of Nigeria (SPAN).

She was Chief Judge at the Uganda
Film Festival 2013. Sister Dominic
is an associate professor of
literature and film at Makerere
University. She has published
several articles and co-edited books
in the fields of film, literature and
folklore. Dr. Dipio has won research
grants and recognitions including
the Fulbright Research Fellowship
(2012-2013). Dipio is also a
videographer with films like A Meal
to Forget (2009) and Abused
Innocence (2009) which she
co-directed.

Chair Person of the EAST
AFRICAN FILM NETWORK
(EAFN) and Burundi International
Film Festival 2014. Ngabo’s
international experience ranges
from being a member of the grand
jury of the feature films at the
Panafrican Festival on the cinema
and television of Ouagadougou in
Burkina Faso. Ngabo’s film making
expirence includes the production
and directing of BURUNDI
1850-1962.

Manager of EDUCATION-TV at
the Ministry of Education and
Sports and a member of the Board
of Directors at the African Cinema
and Culture Company. Faustin has
directed and produced a wide
range of film productions that
include; two dramas about
corruption for the IGG, It’s Not
Easy (Award winning drama) and
more. He is currently working on a
Drama: “Blame Game” screen
play, “Mapera” Uganda Martyrs
film screen play and the History of
Broadcasting in Uganda.

She created Bärbel Mauch
Film-2001 in Berlin to co-produce
films internationally and offer
agency services for production,
distribution and film festivals,
especially from Germany, France
and the African Continent. She was
the Chairperson at the
African-German co-production
meeting during the festival Ecrans
Noirs and currently working on
concepts to create a sustainable
network in Western Africa together
with partners in Germany. Films :
HOME AND AWAY by Bettina
Clasen and Who speaks of Victory?
by Adama Sallé.

AUG.25-29, 2014 AWARDS

BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY BEST DOCUMENTARY BEST STUDENT FILM BEST SHORT FILM BEST ANIMATION
BEST COSTUMES BEST SOUND BEST SCREEN PLAY FILM OF THE YEAR BEST FEATURE FILM
BEST ACTOR BEST ACTRESS BEST EAST AFRICAN FILM
For more details, on the Uganda Film Festival awards go to www.ugandafilmfestival.ug
or contact UCC on UCC House. Plot 42-44 Spring Road Bugolobi
P. O. Box 7376 Kampala - Uganda
Tel : +256-31-2339000 | +256-41-4339900
TOLL FREE HELPLINE 0800133911
Uganda Communications Commission

@UCC_official

www.ucc.co.ug
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Though many
Ugandans
use Internet
to conduct
different tasks,
Internet rates
are still high
in Uganda
compared
to other
East African
countries.
PHOTO BY FAISWAL
KASIRYE

Uganda Internet rates high - research
Research. Lack of enough facilities has forced
Internet rates to be high in Uganda compared to
other East African countries.
By Baker Ntambi
editorial@ug.nationmedia.com

T

he difference in the Internet rates in the East
African region has been
attributed to the varying market structures, levels of development, legal and regulatory
environments, as well as investment opportunities in each
member country.
A study done by Uganda
Communications Commission
(UCC) indicates that Kenya has
the highest Internet subscription growth rates followed by
Uganda and Rwanda. During
the 1st quarter of 2013, there
were slightly more than 2.7 million mobile Internet subscribers
and 98,334 fixed Internet subscribers in Uganda.
Internet usage in the East African region has not only grown
but is increasingly mobile with
more users acquiring datacapable devices, with Kenya
having the highest Internet usage numbers (19.1million) followed by Tanzania (9.3million)
and Uganda (7.05million) as of
December 2013.
Uganda’s Internet growth
is attributed to the universal
service strategies, growth in
numbers of Internet service
providers as well as increased
proliferation of Internet-enabling services and devices.
Internet rates
Available data reveals that
Kenya generally charges the

least amounts for Internet access across various bundle offerings in the region.
For example, at the lower
end users category (250Mb),
Kenya still charges the lowest
price Shs7, 255, followed by
Rwanda Shs11,152. Under the
500Mb data bundle, Rwanda
and Uganda charge almost the
same price on average compared to Kenya and Tanzania.
Kenya, on the other hand,
charges the lowest price
Shs14,510 while Tanzania
charges the highest Shs21,546
for the 500Mb data package.
The study also revealed that
despite having the same service
providers in some instances
across all the East African countries offering similar bundles,
there are wide disparities in
pricing from country to country. Uganda’s anticipated lower
prices in the region specifically
for the unlimited Internet bundle pricing has been very slow
compared to its counterparts in
the region despite the landing
of the optical fibre cables at the
coast since 2009.
Uganda’s current average
unlimited pricings is 3.82 times,
which is Shs217,453 higher than
the average pricing Shs77,047
of her regional counterparts.
Among the reasons why Kenya Internet services are priced
lower than Uganda’s include:
inter/intra Internet network effects, haulage costs (not costbased), varying competition
levels in the market and volume
of bandwidth consumed.
It is noted that in the Internet
market, the more the number
of Internet users, the lower the

price per unit of Internet. Currently, Kenya has more than
34 million Internet users compared to 7 million for Uganda.
In terms of volume, therefore,
Kenyan Internet users consume
larger quantities or volumes
compared to Ugandan users.
This, therefore, means that in
real terms the cost of delivering
a unit bundle per user in Kenya
is cheaper as compared to the
same for the Ugandan case.
Infrastructures
In terms of infrastructure, Kenya has a much better comprehensive inter and intra Internet
network compared to Uganda.
This means the wholesale cost
of delivering Internet to the end
users by Internet Service Providers (ISPs) in Kenya is much
cheaper than in Uganda.
Kenya also has an operational
National Optic Fibre Backbone
Infrastructure and yet Uganda’s
National Backbone Infrastructure is yet to be operationalised. This, in addition to the
undersea cables landing at the
Mombasa Port, makes it much

NO ROUTES
In Uganda, most ISPs have
no dedicated routes for
delivering Internet from the
border areas to major towns
and cities. They rely on
other ISPs with whom they
compete for services. This
means that most ISPs pay
additional costs for delivering
a per unit volume of Internet
from the border to Kampala.

cheaper for an ISP in Kenya to
deliver Internet (including high
speed Internet) to end users
compared to Uganda where
the cost of Internet delivery
is affected by such factors as
poor inter/intra networks, and
absence of an operational national fibre backbone, among
others.
In Uganda, most ISPs have no
dedicated routes for delivering
Internet from the border areas
to major towns and cities. They
rely on other ISPs with whom
they compete for services. This
means that most ISPs pay additional costs for delivering
a per unit volume of Internet
from the border to Kampala.
For instance, no single ISP in
Kampala owns a dedicated
fibre network from Busia to
Kampala. This affects the final
per unit price of Internet to end
users as ISPs pass on such costs
to consumers.
In Kenya, given their much
better operational intra/inter
network, most ISPs have dedicated routes as well as redundancies from the port to major
cities and towns, which enables
them serve their customers at
much reduced costs hence
the reduced price for Internet
services. The study, therefore,
concludes noting that the availability of fibre optic cables in
Kenya, coupled with better
intra/inter Internet networks,
operational national fibre
backbone as well as the much
large Internet consumer base,
provides Kenyan ISPs with numerous incentives to provide
end users with much cheaper
Internet services as compared

to their Ugandan counterparts.
In addition, there are key
bottlenecks to Internet connectivity and service provision.
These include, infrastructure
vandalism, limited bandwidth
purchases by ISPs, flawed business models, infrastructure
sharing bottlenecks and demographic challenges, among
others. Therefore, from the
study, there is a clear need to
strengthening Internet regulation in Uganda, particularly in
implementation of strategies
for increasing competition in
the Internet market to increase
choice of services, which would
drive prices down. As a regulator, there is equally a clear
need for UCC to speed up implementation of infrastructure
sharing strategies and plans in
the country.
From the analysis, it is evident that when the East African member states create an
enabling environment for the
implementation of regional
telecommunication traffic exchange points, with a view to
improving quality, increasing
the connectivity and resilience
of networks, fostering competition and reducing the costs
of international telecommunication interconnections and
deploying submarine cables at
lower cost, Internet growth and
penetration in the region will
be unprecedented.
Disclaimer: These are partial
findings of the research conducted by research and development unit of UCC.
The writer is a research specialist at UCC.
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Determining quality
of telecom services
vice provider may be driven by
customer demand.
For example, a customer using
data applications require high
speeds, which requirements a service provider needs to be mindful
of if they are to meet the customer’s level of QoS requirements.

Telecom service providers
should strive to provide good
services to phone subscribers.
PHOTO BY FAISWAL KASIRYE

Services. Telecom companies
should observe the quality of
standards guidelines in order
to provide good services to
customers.

By Ibrahim Bbossa
ymaganda@ug.nationmedia.com

T

he liberalisation of Uganda’s
telecommunications sector
saw the advent of multiple
telecom service providers.
As a result, customers are faced
with the challenge of choosing the
best service provider.
While telecom companies are
expected to provide efficient
and effective customer-tailored
products and services, customers
should be in position to make informed choices of these services
including the level of quality of
service (QoS).
According to International Telecommunications Union (ITU), Quality of Service is the collective effect
of service performance, which determines the degree of satisfaction
of a user of the service.
Telecom service providers may
offer different levels of quality for
their services at different prices.
The quality of telecom service
differs depending on the service
type such as voice, SMS, Internet,
television and radio broadcasting
and by operator type; fixed wireless, wire line and mobile.
As a regulator, UCC monitors,
measures and enforces quality of
services to help customers make
informed choices, check claims by
operators, maintains or improves
quality in the presence or absence
of competition, helps operators
achieve fair competition, ensures
interconnected networks work well
and to make sense of and understand the state and trends of the
market.
This is achieved by defining pa-

rameters for QoS, setting targets,
making measurements, auditing
the measurements, publishing the
measurements and ensuring compliance of service providers.
Monitoring networks
Service providers internally
monitor their networks to ensure
that the level of quality being offered conforms to what has been
guaranteed to customers. They
undertake network planning and
optimisation including upgrades,
choice of technology, costs, and
interconnection, monitor planned
QoS targets, conform to recognised and set standards, provide
relevant consumer information,
address consumer complaints and
resolve disputes.
Consumers are interested in the
user experience more than the
network performance or service
functionality, which may have an
influence on aspects of user experience, thus the growing debate
internationally on how to achieve
Quality of Experience (QoE).
As a result, other QoS aspects
that a service provider ought to
consider include customer care,
customer complaints handling
mechanism and after-sales support mechanisms, as well as the locations for purchase of products.
However, there is a school of
thought that suggests that the
level of quality offered by a ser-

QUALITY STANDARDS
UCC has set QoS standards
with minimum targets for a
service provider to achieve.
The standards cater for the
network performance (technical
indicators) and the end user
side but maintaining a certain
level of technology neutrality.

Customers’ role in QoS
• Clearly articulating and being
informed about what they want.
The consumer should collect as
much information as possible
about the available services on
the market around different service providers before choosing the
preferred service provider.
• Paying for what they consume
or they have contracted to consume.
• Vigilance in ensuring that they
get what they are paying for.
• Being proactive in knowing
their rights and assertiveness in
ensuring their rights.
• Pay their bills when they fall
due.
The end user terminals purchased by the customers such as
telephone handsets (both mobile
and fixed), computers and palm
tops will contribute to the level of
quality of the service that the customer receives.
These terminals come with manufacturer’s manuals with specifications and conditions for optimal
performance. It is, therefore, the
customer’s responsibility (unless
the same are provided by the
service provider) to ensure that
these terminals are genuine (not
counterfeits), are in good working
conditions by crosschecking with
the operational manuals and guarantees at the time of purchase.
UCC has put in place a system
that requires manufacturers and/or
vendors of various telecommunications equipment intended to connect on to the a public telecommunications network to have this
equipment type approved prior to
use. There are many ways of delivering a particular service based on
the choice of technology, among
other things. Whereas the service
provider is given the flexibility of
choosing any technology to deliver the service, there are certain
minimum standards that should be
acceptable to the consumer of the
service. The question, however, is:
who sets or specifies these standards?
The International Telecommunication Union with other international standardisation bodies, and
experts from the public and private sector, set standards related
to operational aspects of networks
and provision of services including
the level of QoS. Regulators often
use these as a guide in setting suitable national QoS standards for
the sectors that they regulate.
The writer is the Manager Consumer Affairs at UCC.

Information and Communications Technology minister John
Nasasira (L), speaks to the Executive Director of Uganda
Communications Commission, Mr Godfrey Mutabazi. COURTESY PHOTO

Uganda re-elected
on ATU Council
By HELENA MAYANJA
editorial@ug.nationmedia.com

U

ganda has been re-elected
to the African Telecommunications Union (ATU)
Administrative Council for the
period 2014-2018. The elections
took place during the 4th ATU
Plenipotentiary Conference,
held in Harare, Zimbabwe early
this month.
The Minister for Information
Communications and Technology (ICT) John Nasasira, described the election as a vote of
confidence by ATU in Uganda,
saying the re-election to the
council would go a long way in
enhancing Uganda’s visibility in
the regional ICT sphere.
Mr Nasasira, who was speaking
at a reception on July 10, lauded
ATU for providing an opportunity to develop the telecommunications and ICT sector.
He advised ATU to spearhead
the adaptation of strategies that
will help Africa address global
ICT issues such as cyber security, e-waste management and
digital broadcasting.
“As a dedicated member of
ATU, Uganda commits herself
to realising the goals and aspirations of creating an information
society,” he said.
Also re-elected for a fourth
term at the conference was the
ATU Secretary General, Mr Abdulkarim Soumaila.
ATU was established by African Plenipotentiaries in Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia, on December
7, 1977, as the Pan-African Telecommunications Union (PATU).
It was established by the 12th
session of the Organisation of
African Unity, currently African
Union assembly heads of state
and government in Addis Ababa,
as the successor to PATU, on
December 7, 1999.
ATU was transformed into a
public and private sector entity.

The present membership of ATU
comprises of public and private
sector associate membership
category. The Plenipotentiary
conference is the highest decision making forum of the ATU
and Uganda has been a member
of the ATU Administrative Council since 1998.
The main functions of the Administrative Council include:
• Guide, direct, control and
coordinate the financial, technical, administrative and other
activities of the union.
• Take all necessary measures
to facilitate the implementation,
by the member states, of provisions of the ATU constitution
and the convention as well as
various regulations and decisions of the union.
• Promote international cooperation using all means at its
disposal with the view of ensuring cooperation among member
states of the union.
Membership
The ATU Administrative Council has membership from different African states taking into
account equitable distribution
of seats among the continent’s
four sub-regions of Southern
Africa, East Africa, North Africa
and West Africa.
ITU seat
Mr Nasasira also used the
opportunity to campaign for
Uganda’s candidature for the International Telecommunications
Union council seat for the period
2014-2018. The elections will be
held in Busan, South Korea in
November 2014.
“We pledge to use this position to share with you our unique
experience of a dynamic ICT industry from a developing economy perspective,” he said.
The writer is the Specialist
Public Relations at UCC.
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Spotting counterfeit phones
Quality. Some people buy counterfeit phones
because they are cheaper compared to original
ones.
By JOSEPH KIZITO

editorial@ug.nationmedia.com

SETTINGS

“In fulfillment
of its
mandate, UCC
intends to
facilitate the
elimination
of the sale
and use of
counterfeit
mobile
phones
through
enlightenment
of the
consumer
with ample
information
on the
subject,”says
Mr Joseph Kizito,
Consumer Affairs
Specialist at UCC.

I

n the last edition of the Communications Journal, we
wrote about the challenge
posed by the usage of counterfeit phones in Uganda.
In the aftermath of the article,
there have been concerns forwarded to the Commission regarding counterfeits, cardinal
of which has been the degree
of usage and the most counterfeited brands.
A study on counterfeits
aimed to establish the nature,
scale and magnitude of counterfeits in Uganda was commissioned. Specifically, the study
aimed to assess the proportion
and proliferation of counterfeit
phones on sale and in use, and
examined the nature of counterfeit phones distribution and
usage.
In fulfillment of its mandate,
the Uganda Communications
Commission will spearhead the
elimination of the sale and use
of counterfeit mobile phones
through enlightenment of the
consumer with ample information on the subject.
To appreciate the degree
of counterfeit usage and the
most counterfeited phones in
Uganda, it is important to understand the mobile phone
value chain. The mobile phone
value chain in Uganda consists
of a wide range of players.
At the top of the hierarchy

A collection of mobile phones. The Uganda
Communications Commission has set up mechanisms,
which telecom subscribers can use to verify the status
of their phones. PHOTO BY FAISWAL KASIRYE

are the various phone manufacturers whose brands are represented in Uganda.
The manufacturers appoint
local distributors for their
phones. The distributors hire
sales teams to create brand
awareness around their phones
and run an after-sales service
and support centres.
Selling phones
Distributors normally sell
phones in bulk to wholesalers,
who in turn sell to retailers that
offer phones to individual consumers.
While wholesalers come from

Staying safe on-line
Interview. The Uganda

Communications Commission set up
the computer emergency response
team in June 2013 to protect
consumers of communication
including the Internet from
cybercrime. Mr Ronald Bakakimpa,
the officer in charge of CERT at
UCC, spoke to the Communications
Journal.
What are Internet criminals after?
Fraudsters want your personal information so that they use it to commit identity theft and financial fraud.
Disclosure of your personal information such as your bank account
number or driver’s licence number
can allow a fraudster to assume your
identity and use that for their financial advantage. It is a lucrative enterprise, one that is organised and
inventive.
How do these criminals get at your
information?
They try to trick you into downloading software or applications that can
monitor what you do and where you

go online. This software can also steal
your log-in user name, password,
personal and financial information.
Sending e-mail and text messages
and using Internet pop-ups that
seem legitimate, but take you to a
phony website to try to get you to
reveal your personal information.
Contacting you by phone or leaving
voice messages directing you to contact a phony call centre that attempts
to trick you into divulging personal
information.
Reaching a large number of people by directing scams at users of
popular websites.
The scams are often designed to fit
in with the theme of the website; like
targeting popular social networking
sites where friends and family share
information.
What do these scams look like and
how does one avoid them?
Scams are becoming more sophisticated, but there are ways to recognise them and to avoid the traps.
Criminals may send e-mail or text
messages posing as an organisation

different parts of the country,
most are located in Kampala.
They tend to congregate in a
common location, making it
easier for retailers, especially
from up-country to find them.
The counterfeit report indicates that most wholesalers
deal in Chinese brands.
Vendors indicated that out
of every 100 phones they sell,
only about 10 of them would
be original brands.
Majority of these customers
for these brands come from far
and they usually take about 50
phones at once while customers from around Kampala take

or individual that you recognise.
The messages are often designed
to provoke an emotional response,
inciting anxiety, anger, shame or
sympathy.
Other messages claim you are the
winner of a fantastic prize or lottery,
getting you excited and interested
in clicking on the link or replying to
the message.
They are meant to draw your attention and respond to the criminal’s
call to action, such as providing personal information or clicking on an
attachment or Internet link that actually conceals malicious software.
You should also be wary of e-mail,
text messages or phone calls claiming to be from your financial institution or other legitimate organisation
asking you to provide your passwords or financial or other personal
information.
Even though your bank calls you,
if they suspect fraudulent activity on
your bank account or credit card,
they will never ask you to provide
your passwords or account numbers
verbally or via the telephone keypad.
If you receive an e-mail, text message
or phone call and you are unsure of
whether or not it is legitimate, hang
up the phone and/or do not respond
to the message.

2-3 pieces.
The type and model of
phones a distributor is mostly
like to stock is the one that is
on demand.
Chinese phones seem to
have displaced many of the established phone brands.
Phones in the low-end pricing category have a simple design with buttons as the user
interface with basic features
like FM radio, dual SIM cards
and sometimes a torch.
Low-end phone brands and
models on the market include:
In the middle category,
phone designs improve and

the user interfaces start to include touch screens, bigger
memory with option for external cards, Internet access
amongst other features. Entrylevel models for some of the
big brand names are found in
this price category.
In the high-end category
touch screens and Internet access are the norm. More complex phone operating systems,
like Android, start emerging.
Premium price phones are not
common with most retailers.
They tend to be found at a few
high-end retail shops and at the
service centres of the different
network operators.
It is, therefore, apparent that
the highest probability of counterfeiting is generally among
the low cost phones. There is
also an observation that the
most counterfeited phones are
from the Far East Asian countries. It is, however, worth noting that not all phones from
these countries are counterfeit.
Verification
To verify a phone status, a
subscriber is advised to do the
following:
• Get your IMEI number by
typing *#06#.
• SMS the IMEI number
shown to 8883.
If the brand shown is different
from the one on the face of
your handset, then your phone
is counterfeit.
Note: If your phone avails
two IMEI numbers, SMS onlyone number.
• Call UCC Customer Helpline on 0800133911 to help
verify your handset.
• Go to the UCC website.
The writer is the Consumer
Affairs Specialist at UCC.

Mr Ronald Bakakimpa, the Officer in Charge of CERT at UCC.
COURTESY PHOTO
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UCC awards young innovators
Winners. Lira Town College students
emerged as winners of the Young
Innovators Award in the recently
concluded ACIA 2014 awards.
By Pamela Kadama
editorial@ug.nationmedia.com

T

A student demonstrates how the WALKTRAC innovation
works.

he Uganda Communications
Commission (UCC), in its mission to encourage the provision
of innovative, efficient and effective
communications services, promotes
research into innovative communication techniques.
This is being achieved partly through
the annual ACIA awards, where individuals, businesses and organisations
are encouraged to showcase their ICT
innovations. The award categories includes: Young ICT Innovators, Business
Excellent, ICT for Development, Service Excellence and Digital Content.
During the ACIA 2014 awards, which
were held in May, students from Lira
Town College guided by a vibrant ICT
and communications teacher Mr Emmanuel Angoda, emerged winners
of the Young Innovators-Rising Stars
category. The students were rewarded
with new laptops and Internet modems
with a paid 1GB subscription for one
year.
When UCC visited Lira Town College
for a prize giving ceremony on July
11, 2014 students conducted a demonstration of the winning innovation
‘WALKTRAC.
The innovation consists of a device
attached to the leg of a blind person(s),
which communicates to an android
phone via bluetooth. The phone vibrates on receiving a signal when there
is an obstacle in the path of the blind
person.
While delivering a speech during
the ceremony, the Mayor of Lira Town

Ms Irene Kaggwa Sewankambo (R), the chairperson of the ACIA Awards
Committee presents a gift to one of the team members. COURTESY PHOTOS

Council, Maurice Odong, thanked
UCC for the continued support it has
given to the school and urged that this
would continue.
Mrs Irene Kaggwa Sewankambo, the
chairperson of the ACIA Awards committee, handed over laptops to students and giveaways to teachers and
headmistress of Lira Town College.
She thanked the school for nurturing

ACIA AWARDS
Established in 2010 by Uganda
Communications Commission,
the ACIA awards recognise and
reward excellence in ICT innovation
towards national development.

young innovators and encouraged students to pursue the infinite opportunities that ICT now presents.
“UCC is committed to continue supporting upcoming innovators and offering a platform to showcase innovations through the ACIA Awards,” she
said. The ACIA awards are expected
to foster greater local involvement,
research in ICT innovative products,
services and content. They also encourage business and development
approaches that exploit or enhance
communication platforms in recognition of the fact that the communications industry is a catalyst to the growth
of other sectors in Uganda.
The writer is the Service Development Specialist at UCC.

Transforming the
local film industry
As one of the activities
to grace the 2014
Uganda Film Festival, the
Uganda Communications
Commission conducted
different stakeholders’
forums in Kasese
Mbarara, Jinja and Mbale
where discussions on the
future of the local film
industry and regulations
were held. Film experts
engaged participants in
a series of exercises on
film sound management
and lighting among
other areas. The
Communications
Journal captured some
moments.
Deputy Resident District Commissioner Pamela Watuwa,
officiates at the opening of the film stakeholders’ forum in
Mbale.

Mr Andrew Nyombi (L) from Kampala Film School demonstrate aspects of sound
management at the film stakeholders’ forum in Mbarara. COURTESY PHOTOS

